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Tradeshift drives supply chain innovation for the
digitally connected economy. As the leader in supply
chain payments and marketplaces, the company helps
buyers and suppliers digitize all their trade transactions,
collaborate on every process, and connect with any
supply chain app. More than 1.5 million companies
across 190 countries trust Tradeshift to process over half
a trillion USD in transaction value, making it the largest
global business network for buying and selling. Discover
commerce for all at tradeshift.com

FISCAL Technologies is a world-leading provider
of forensic solutions and services that empower
purchase-to-pay teams across the globe to protect
organisational spend. Incorporating unique technology
to reduce risk in the supply chain, FISCAL Technologies’
award-winning, cloud-based P2P risk management
platform is used on a continuous, preventative basis to
protect supplier spend, defend against fraud, increase
profitability and drive process improvement. Since
2003, FISCAL’s solutions have processed over 1 billion
transactions with a value of over £5 trillion in spend,
and are now relied upon by over 250 leading private
and public sector organisations.

Documation is an agile, expanding software house on
a mission to make every client’s world a better place.
This promise depends on us building brilliant workflow
software and providing a level of service that earns us
the highest praise from our customers as often their
leading IT supplier! But most of all, it depends on us
doing exactly what we say we are going to do - and
that really matters to us. Specialists in developing AP
Automation, Purchasing and Invoice Matching software
our team are continually listening, learning and
developing to ensure we can provide a brilliant onestop-shop. We take the time to listen, ask questions and
get to know you. In short, we do whatever it takes to
understand your business needs and pain points. We’ll
then propose and talk through a solution that’s right
for you. Our solutions will save you time and cost while
providing control, visibility and compliance.

ITESOFT are specialists in Accounts Payable
automation solutions. Their applications are designed
and built to deliver the latest technology, with
best in class capture and process management, for
organisations of all sizes. With the goal of alleviating
time consuming, repetitive tasks within AP, freeing up
time and energy for teams to work on higher value
added tasks turning AP from a cost centre into a profit
centre for their business. With guaranteed capture
rates of more than 85%, and a mutualised supplier
master database; invoice capture has never been able
to deliver benefits so quickly and with such security.
ITESOFT believe that automation solutions should be
used to enhance the AP function, not to replace it.
By ensuring that the information captured is of the
highest quality, regardless of source, this allows the
modern AP professional to do what they are best at…
Delivering benefit to the business.
Digital Automation | Smarter. Faster. Safer.

Welcome
Since we started looking for excellence in the industry for these awards, we have been overwhelmed
with the number and quality of nominations from across the country.
When a team works well together, they can produce outstanding results. At PPN we know that every
individual within a team has a part to play in its overall success and in delivering success to the
business.
These awards make sure those achievements are recognised. Staying ahead of the game in a
challenging and complex environment demands focus and determination.
Narrowing the nominations down to the final nine was a very difficult task indeed, and I’d like to
thank our judges for the time and consideration involved in coming to a final decision.
Nominations for the next awards will open from October 2019 and we look forward to hearing all
the new and exciting ways organisations are meeting and beating challenges.
And so the winners of this year’s awards are…

Ellen Leith

Editor
www.p2pnetwork.org
@P2Pnetwrk

#PPNAwards

PPN® Ltd
40 Caversham Road,
Reading
RG1 7EB
Tel. 0844 870 0508

P2P Team of the Year

The Winners

MARKS AND SPENCER
Balance sheet reconciliations were moved to the P2P
Team from Record to Report to improve eﬃciency in the
process. The P2P team learnt how to use reconciliation
software and for the first time prepared a balance sheet
reconciliations end to end. They also produce monthly
analytical reviews for the heads of finance. The internal
reconciliation KPIs have improved moving from 56% to
100% pass rate. In addition, the aged debit balances
have reduced by 92% and the aged creditors have reduced to 7% of the total creditor balance.

M&S Procure to Pay Team accepting the team’s award
sponsored by Tradeshift

T

he P2P team at the M&S Business Service Centre
have implemented several new systems that have
produced immediate results reducing cost within their
operation.

They implemented an OCR solution for Goods Not for
Resale (GNFR) invoicing, Letter of Credit processing and
supplier adjustments. The entire build took 16 weeks
from design to implementation. The Business Case
Headcount reduction of 9 FTE was realised a month
afterwards. This didn’t have a negative impact on the department as workers were redeployed to other areas in
P2P or were on a fixed term contract, where some have
secured permanent roles within the Business Service
centre. The optimisation of the OCR solution has continued post go-live with a first-time match rate of over 80%.
A self-serve portal was introduced to allow suppliers to
view invoice status and, if they have been approved for
payment and when they are due for payment. The portal
also allows suppliers to submit statements of their
account for reconciliation. The portal was originally
introduced for GNFR suppliers and has been extended to
all food suppliers.
M&S introduced statement reconciliations as standard
practice for identifying issues within the supply chain
process. Prior to this, statement reconciliations were not
completed as a standard business process other than at
the end of the Financial Year. Statement reconciliations
have become a key control in identifying risk and
opportunities in the income statement. They also support their suppliers with invoicing issues to ensure all
invoices are paid on time every time. During the year,
M&S have reconciled 462 supplier statements enabling
the team to release funds back to the income statement due to inaccurate goods receipting by warehouses,
stores and buyers. Previously this process was diﬃcult to
forecast and audit.

For the Duty to Report legislation, the P2P team created
a model to report payment performance figures on a
bi annual basis. The P2P team needed to gain a detailed
understanding of legislation due to the complex supplier
base and multiple payment methods the process involved. The first publication involved reviews by internal
audit, the finance director and the M&S PLC Board all of
whom gave it the green light. The reports were submitted and published ahead of time.
Supporting small suppliers is a key objective for the
senior management and the P2P team developed and
implemented a small supplier policy during 2018/19 that
supports GNFR suppliers where spend is less than £250k
pa. To support this, favourable payment terms of 14 days
from invoice receipt are employed. To date 892 suppliers
have had their terms updated supporting their cashflow
and continuing operations.
M&S are required to comply with The Groceries Supply
Code of Practice (GSCOP) legislation designed to regulate the relationship between supermarkets and their
suppliers. The P2P department has a dedicated team of
analysts who own all internal food queries from end to
end. The team work cross functionally with buyers,
supply chain planners, and the wider finance teams.
The payments team have had significant eﬃciency gains
this year by automating daily payment runs within SAP
reducing the time spent creating proposals and
executing payment runs.
Empowerment of the P2P team has allowed everyone to
deliver on key objectives this year. The weekly meeting
of the growing number of analysts and the head of P2P
has been a great example of everyone having an input.
To highlight and promote achievements within the
department the P2P team introduced a dedicated space
for visitors called “The P2P Wall”. Once an objective was
completed it was added to a factory signifying the foundations being built on for the future of the department
and the transformation journey across the business.

P2P Team of the Year

E

Finalists

ELEVATE EAST LONDON

levate East London (Elevate) was set up in 2010 as a
joint venture between the London Borough of
Barking & Dagenham (LBBD) and Agilisys.
The Elevate East London Procurement & Accounts
Payable Team (P2P) had a very successful 2018/19 year
providing services to their principal client, the London
Borough of Barking & Dagenham. On year 9 of a 10 year
deal, the team has not let up in their dedication to
providing the council with a relentlessly reliable partner
for P2P activity.
During the year, the team’s five Procurement professionals have delivered 38 procurements ranging in size
from small scale exercises to 8 OJEU tender processes as
well as consultancy services on a daily basis. Continuing
to utilise eAuction tools, eTendering and collaborative
frameworks, the team has delivered savings of £4.9m to
the Council this year and are on track to deliver £37m of
savings over the course of the contract against a £30m
target.
The Accounts Payable professionals in the team continue
to work closely aside their Procurement colleagues in
ensuring that the P2P workflow runs smoothly and the
Council’s No PO-No Pay policy is fully enforced. The team
acts as the eyes and ears of the department, closely
reviewing invoice data that may lead to more appropriate contracts and procurements being conducted. During
the past year, the team has been working closely with
the two Sourcing Desk Buyers in the team on data collation relating to utilities. Whilst the client has a number
of overarching utility deals in place, the sudden proliferation of small-scale invoices from various companies was
noticed by Accounts Payable to the extent that a new
contract covering all of these sites on a more competitive
charge is now being explored and prepared to take to the
market.
The seamless processing of invoices, monitoring
eInvoicing receipts and the handling of exceptions are
AP’s key daily drivers. During the 2018/19 year, just
under 100,000 invoices were processed with an average
payment time of between 4-7 calendar days from receipt
by the Council or the team direct, delivering payments to
suppliers and local residents as smoothly and as rapidly
as possible.

Christopher Lawrence, Elevate East London accepting
the team’s award - sponsored by Tradeshift
The team have achieved all of this whilst assisting the
Council with setting themselves up for the future by
undertaking the testing of new ledgers for the
commercial companies they are setting up, continuing
the roll-out of the Oracle iSupplier eInvoicing portal and
providing daily advice and assistance to the Council and
its many suppliers on P2P activity.
Finally, all of the team’s work this year has been done
against a backdrop of personal challenges that not even
a soap opera’s finest set of script writers could devise!
From a freak major bicycle incident injuring one team
member, to personal tragedies and another slipping,
breaking their hip on the eve of Financial Year end,
nothing has stopped the team from delivering and
exceeding the targets set for them by their client.

P2P Manager of the Year

The Winners

BARBARA GARSIDE AND HELEN MULLEN
The Guinness Partnership Ltd

Two very intensive workshops were held with the team
and also other stakeholders within finance and the wider
business, delving right back to basics and looking at ownership of tasks, processes and controls. The outcome of
this was a strategy to arrange the accounts payable team
into two sections:

Barbara Garside, The Guinness Partnership accepting their
award, sponsored by FISCAL Technologies

I

n today’s business climate, companies in every sector
are under pressure to do more with less, and this is
constantly prevalent within The Guinness Partnership.
They cannot aﬀord to squander opportunities to improve
processes and enhance service levels and realise the role
of the accounts payable manager is critical in achieving
these goals and financial objectives.
Accounts payable managers, Barbara Garside and Helen
Mullen are responsible for managing a team of 20,
ensuring allocated resources are utilised eﬀectively and
eﬃciently to deliver a best in class service to both
internal and external customers.
During 2018/2019, they were tasked to drive eﬀective
team performance, on a constant resource basis and
develop the team’s understanding of all key activities
across accounts payable on an end-to-end basis.
Their strategy was also to ensure all risks were removed
and robust controls established.
The team did have some areas of concern:
•
•
•
•

A significant level of manual invoice processing or
intervention, due to financial systems framework
inconsistencies
Education of AP and stakeholders around best
practice for purchase orders and removing invoice on
hold blocks
Accountability for ensuring all balance sheet
reconciliations were prepared and independently
reviewed
Maintenance and control of creditors debit balances

•

Accounts payable invoice processing – solely
responsible for accurate processing of invoices and
ensuring an understanding/awareness of financial
impacts caused by non-compliance. Also, resolution
of internal and external queries, escalating potential
areas of risk to senior management

•

Payments and Control – solely responsible for timely
processing of supplier payments, control of bank
accounts and balance sheet reconciliations

It was recognised in the workshops that the introduction
of these new roles and processes would deliver results,
not staﬀ cost reduction, but improved staﬀ engagement,
which is a priority set at Executive Team level. Engagement with our third party financial systems support
vendors was reviewed and early stages of improvements
and change is being witnessed.

“

KPI improvements: Days to pay
reduced by 5 days. Invoices on
hold reduced from 1,700 approx
to 900 by year-end.

”

The strategy has borne immediate benefits, with KPI
improvements (days to pay reduced by 5 days, invoices
on hold reduced from a mid-year position of approx.
1,700 to 900 at year-end and beyond). Saved time is
beginning to be spent on better analytical information
and training to support the business. Feedback from
team colleagues that they have found the new structure
fun and inspiring and allowing ambitious colleagues to
push the boundaries of their knowledge with cross
training and professional development whilst still
achieving the accounts payable service level agreements
It is testament to their skills that Barbara and Helen have
acknowledged the correlation between AP cycle times
and business costs, but not forgetting to foster visibility
and collaboration amongst stakeholders and ensuring
they seek technology that can help reduce errors.

P2P Manager of the Year
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DIANE WADSWORTH
Transport for London

iane’s team of 26 Accounts Payable specialists
process some 450,000 individual invoices annually to provide support to both TfL’s operations and to the
wider Greater London Authority. TfL’s annual budget
is some £10 billion, 60% of which passes through the
Accounts Payable function and the wider P2P processes
and structures. The team support nearly 30,000
purchase card transactions and expense reimbursements, as well as supporting the financial management
of the Travel and Accommodation booking service.
Diane was rewarded an MBE for her commitment to
the excellence of the service that the AP team provides
to the public sector in London, and she is a key
member of the leadership team of the 2019 CIPFA
Public Finance Team of the Year.
• 98% of supplier invoices are paid within
commercial terms
• on average, over 90% of SME suppliers are paid
within 10 days, per government guidelines
• customer satisfaction levels average about 90%,
with about only 1% of payment issues extending as
unresolved beyond a 30-day horizon.
TfL inherited a supplier base and a set of commercial
arrangements which do not mandate EDI or electronic
invoicing. Paper invoicing from a single purchase order
is widespread, and suppliers often send invoices via
email and also as a hard copy. Four years ago duplicate
payments were widespread - the National Fraud
Initiative found that TfL made £3.5m in unrectified
duplicate payments annually. Following the implementation of new software, the team have reduced that
value to zero.
TfL has automatically generated supplier statements for
the first time in over ten years. A new solution yielded
nearly £200k of cashable credits in the first month of
operation.
Diane has been an enthusiastic advocate of the use of
RPA to infill process gaps in the larger P2P process suite
and to compensate for technology gaps in our existing
ERP set-up.
TfL can now oﬀer suppliers the potential for a discount
on early settlement. Diane was a driving force behind
the implementation of a new financing solution.
Diane has been the key business lead in utilising the
SAP Governance Risk and Controls module to police the
Payables transaction activity in near-time. The software
tests each transaction processed by the team against a
number of detailed parameters to highlight commercial

Alexander Coatalen from TFL accepting the award on behalf of
Diane Wadsworth MBE- sponsored by FISCAL Technologies
and control risk. Significant process gains have resulted
and out-of-process behaviours have been addressed.
The AP team used process analysis software to graphically
represent the Payables processing activity, to engage
with the business to show simply where process
ineﬃciency and exceptions were occurring, and to partner with the wider business to work to design pragmatic
solutions. Their finding that TfL took 3.5 times as many
process steps in SAP as was necessary to process the
annual volume of invoices.
Diane has led commercial initiatives in the Payables
space to partner with colleagues from Procurement
and the wider business to identify areas of unnecessary
expenditure; potential cost savings; and potential recoveries from suppliers. For example, fixed line telephone
spend: to identify unused lines and unnecessary expenditure involved a cross-functional team across the business
yielded £700,000 in recoveries. The TfL P2P processes
are complex, operated on a dispersed basis on a heavily
modified SAP, and require significant management intervention to operate eﬀectively. There is a significant temptation for users to depart from standardised process and
bypass commercial controls to meet their needs.
She has earned the respect of senior managers and staﬀ
across the business by intervening in operational issues
and balancing financial and process discipline with the
commercial pragmatism necessary to keep our networks.
Diane led the debate at C-suite level to develop a pragmatic goods receipting policy that preserved eﬃciency
and control and balanced it against the needs of the
business. She is not only the recognised authority on
Payables processing, she has used an ability to
articulate her specialist knowledge in a commercially
valuable manner and develop the authority of a valued
business partner.

Outstanding Contribution to P2P of the Year

The Winners

WARWICKSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL

E

ight years ago the Payments team implemented a
new financial system and centralised and streamlined their processes. At the time, the AP team had 12
scanning and payments assistants, 2 supplier maintenance assistants, 5 senior payments oﬃcers and a
Payments Team Leader that, processed approx 250,000
invoices per year. The last few years have seen much
change within local government, resulting in significant
cuts to many services and budgets and consequently
there has been a slight decrease in the number of
invoices to be paid. Despite this, the team are processing
about 235,000 invoices a year, with 10 staﬀ in total; this
is achieved by eﬃciencies gained from continual review
of process and performance, without staﬀ redundancy.
Rather than adopting a ‘one size fits all’ approach to
invoice processing, the team targeted those suppliers
that send large volumes of invoices. They decide on
the best solution for each supplier and came up with a
process to benefit both parties to reduce the manual
handling.
For example, large supplier ESPO, a purchasing consortium is set up with ESPO online, whereby the teams and
oﬃces have a designated delivery point number (DPN).
Staﬀ log in via their unique DPN, select goods from the
ESPO website and place the order. A copy of the order
is workflowed to the cost centre manager (CCM) for
information. Goods are delivered and then an XML file of
transactions is sent across. This is loaded into the payments system and all ‘invoices’ are automatically paid
and approved.
Whilst the key objective of getting invoices paid is
accuracy and timeliness, the team’s eﬀorts are equally
focused on eﬃciency and reducing paper invoices. In
2011, when the systems went live, they were processing
over a quarter of a million paper invoices. This is now
down to less than 25,000.
They have also introduced purchase cards for staﬀ who
need to make low value purchases, either on a scheduled
or ad-hoc basis. These allow the cardholder to quickly
make purchases without the order/invoice process. Over
300 staﬀ now have cards with an annual spend of £1.5M.
The team are keen to ensure that our supplier database
is accurate and up-to-date so have applied considerable
resource to this. It is critical that supplier data is secure
and accurate as fraud is a constant pressure and payments in error are time-consuming and costly to resolve.

Phil McGaﬃn, Warwickshire County Council accepting the
team’s award - sponsored by Documation
Two members of staﬀ maintaining the database, carrying
out required authenticity checks on changes to bank
details, creating, amending and parking/closing suppliers.
We have written a script that validates email addresses
in terms of format and make use of a macro to identify
all changes to supplier records including when they were
made. Regular purges of the supplier database are made
and suppliers not used in the last 18 months are parked,
and later closed. They are still visible to staﬀ who raise
requisitions and can be re-opened if necessary.
Since 2015, the team have partnered externally to
accelerate payments to suppliers in return for a rebate.
This has proved extremely successful and not just in
monetary terms. This allowed to us accelerate payments
to on-boarded suppliers by reducing some of the bureaucracy around our processes.
Every team member not only knows what is required of
them, but they know each other’s roles. Staﬀ are
provided with training and skilling to enable them to
move on to more challenging roles.
As well as monitoring the standard performance metrics,
they are also part of the CIPFA benchmarking club for
creditor payments. Over recent years, they have consistently been better or equal to the average on many of the
key criteria used as measures.
•
•
•

Invoices paid by BACS – WCC 100% v Benchmark
Average (BA) 91%
Total Cost per invoice – WCC £1.85 v BA £2.47
Invoices paid on time (BVI8) WCC (ytd) 93% v BA 93%

The team aim to be the best in class in our sector and
this drives our decision making, process configuration
and performance.

Outstanding Contribution to P2P of the Year

Finalists

XPO LOGISTICS
When he returned to the UK he completed the project of
implementing the P2P new tool. He became the lynchpin
in the project to implement it into the UK entities
with over 650 users and 200 sites set up through his
co-ordination. He’s also heavily involved in sharing his
skills and knowledge, not only training the Accounts
Payable team but other teams including the Master Data
and Procurement support teams.
The UK team achieved an 81% PO penetration and have
currently achieved a 41% 1st time match rate

Shaun Creighton, XPO Logistics accepting the award on behalf
of Jason Lowe - sponsored by Documation

J

ason was assigned to the US oﬃce at XPO Logistics
after the Shared Services Centre Department made a
decision to implement a new P2P tool. He was asked to
learn about the tool that they had in the US entities and
then play a key part in the implementation in Europe.
The US team consisted of four people who provided the
administration of the tool, including the set ups, issue
resolution and order escalation. The team looked after a
small part of the business and had been asked to provide
guidance on the roll out of the tool to the rest of the
business.
During his time in the US, Jason excelled and managed to
co-ordinate the administration after staﬀ shortages left
the team with a skills gap. His dedication and enthusiasm
to learn made him swiftly become an integral part of the
team delivering the project in the US in October 2018.
He ended up staying 10 weeks in the US.
The team has gone from 0% purchase order to a 25% PO
rate. They currently have 11% 1st time match rate so a
long way to go.
During this time he demonstrated his contribution to
team spirit. Jason was welcomed into the US team where
he managed to ensure tasks were shared around. In
doing so, his quiet nature assured everyone they would
be working together as a whole team. He also spent time
outside of work to get know the team and their families,
he joined in the soft ball team as well as participating in
other events.

The executive team have grown to trust Jason as a safe
pair of hands and the advice he provided on the design
and system fixes that he recommended demonstrated
this. He is well respected and provides invaluable support as the department continue to roll out across
Europe.
His dedication, end to end process knowledge and long
hours has been exceptional and is a great asset to the
company. He continues to play a pivotal role in further
roll outs around Europe and other USA entities.

“

The executive team have
grown to trust Jason as a
safe pair of hands

”

Innovation in Supporting the Business
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VEOLIA UK
The company has also made several acquisitions within
the year which were absorbed into the department.
All of these could not have been absorbed without the
huge eﬀort of the team to constantly look for eﬃciencies
in their processes. However small, instead of the team
having the attitude of ‘this just means more work’ they
actively look for ways of managing it with ease.

AP Team, Veolia UK Team accepting their award
sponsored by ITESOFT

T

he Accounts Payable team at Veolia UK are dedicated
and hard working. They strive to make a diﬀerence
each day and constantly look for ways to improve their
experiences and also that of their ‘customers’. They support each other covering the same roles and understand
their peers who cover diﬀerent roles within the team.

The team have recently launched their workflow system
into the business for manual payment requests. This
replaces an old paper system of literally moving paper
around desks obtaining physical signatures with a system
with work flows and with delegations of authorities built
in along with providing a better service to our internal
stakeholders as they can now monitor the progress of
their request through the process. This new system is
also used by our Supply Chain Category Managers to report on category spend quickly and accurately. This could
be reported on previously, however as each request was
handwritten and added to a spreadsheet, reporting it
was open to mis-coding.

2018 was a great year for them, the team reduced a
backlog of processing from 11,000 in January to 2,000
in December. This has enabled them to provide better
services to suppliers and internal stakeholders. The team
won ‘Veolia Saves the Day team of the year’, ‘Finance
team of the year’ within Veolia and were nominated for
team of the year voted for by their peers.

The team have also implemented software which integrates with SAP to provide supplier statement reconciliations. This enables them to spend more time on value
adding activities, replacing a very manual process, but
also provides a more professional and accurate output to
suppliers as well as allowing the team to take credits that
we may not have been aware of.

At the beginning of the year the team implemented a
new Forensics tool which looks for duplicate invoices and
is a fraud detection software. Although SAP has simple
checks, in the past they have had to perform retrospective audits with external companies. This tool allows
Veolia to not only look back over the last 3 years
searching for duplicates, at a more thorough level it also
prevents paying any duplicates in the future. This tool
has made the team more aware and as it is run daily,
they have the comfort of knowing that any errors can be
picked up. They have already recovered enough to cover
the initial cost.

Finally, they reported on their payment practices for the
first time in July. The team fair better than the competition and are using the information to target problem
areas in the business to make further improvements.
The stats show a steady, continuous improvement.

The team have also completed an integration of the
Irish shared service centre into their Kingswood facility,
all processes are now in line with the UK business. This
was done smoothly, with lots of trips to The Republic
of Ireland and with minimal additional resource, good
relationships are the key between oﬃces and they have
weekly scheduled calls. This has been so successful, the
Irish partners feel like an extension of their team, regardless of their location.

Following the successes of 2018, they wanted to take the
team to another level in eﬃciencies and customer first
experiences and created a query management team and
a processing team. This separates both areas to ensure
they are able to concentrate 100% on a quality output.
The processing team are working on a SLA of 1 day.
The query management team handle all telephone calls
and email queries and they’re handled the same day as
received. They developed a query log which enables all
calls to be registered. This gives customers peace of mind
that no query will be lost or passed on without resolution. They have already received fantastic feedback.
Their journey shows how the team are not afraid of
change. New tools implemented can be challenging and
daunting, however the team have embraced them, and
pride themselves in giving 100% at all times.

Innovation in Supporting the Business
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ADECCO UK AND IRELAND

T

his past year the Accounts Payable department at
Adecco have focused on two main areas:
• Staﬀ engagement and up skilling
• Coaching the wider business to support them in
making better decisions
Staﬀ retention is vital to the continued success of any
department. Each member has been oﬀered an NVQ to
support their personal development, some successes in
the 12 months have produced the following:
The team’s AP apprentice had completed her NVQ Level
2 in business administration and moved up to AP administrator. She is nearing completion of her NVQ Level 3.
Her customer centricity and engagement has become a
model that others in the team are benefiting from and
striving towards. She has been able to turn around
unhappy customers, make senior decisions and become
a very proactive and confident individual. She has taken
on some key projects in the past 12 months, such as
moving the whole Compliance scanning process from
London to Birmingham and writing up all the SOPS and
coaching the team. She has done this without any negative impact on any KPI’s. After this she problem solved
and streamlined the process. This was a process that was
managed by two staﬀ members in London and is now
kept with SLA (24 Hours) within the AP department daily.
Another success story around the NVQ’s is the team
leader. She knows all the AP processes inside out and
has always been committed to delivering a world class
department. She started the NVQ level 3 in Management
last year. With the NVQ supporting her, she has delivered
the following:
• The movement of the Bank details process from
Payroll to AP. She process mapped and improved the
SOP. She coached the team and used salesforce to
monitor and track and keep a four hour SLA on this
process with no errors.
• She has imparted more of her knowledge to her
team to increase their skill sets and giving her more
capacity within her day to focus on more value add
and coaching.
• She has increased the team’s working capacity by 8%
with the last 12 months, by using her coaching and
positive management style.
This has enabled them to take on new processes to
support the wider business:
• Compliance scanning process
• Professional Staﬃng Bank details process
• Click travel process and administration (Company
Travel booking system)

Seamus Lowry, Adecco Uk and Ireland accepting their award
sponsored by ITESOFT
Staﬀ retention in AP has been 100 % for the past 18
months. The team’s feedback is measured. Every three
months they get an automatic link to complete an anonymous staﬀ survey. As it’s important to understand how
staﬀ truly feel and be in a position to support, guide and
make the changes for a great place to work.
Since using the tool in October 2018 AP scored a 6.9.
Changes were made where possible to improve on
policy/process or acknowledge feedback. In the April
survey the score increased to 7.9 which is .4 above the
company benchmark. The best thing about this approach
is that negative feedback can be turned in to positive
very quickly.
As managers of Expense claims process, the AP team
noticed that they had to reject numerous claims due to
non compliant with group policy. This caused more work
and frustration on behalf of the claimant. After reviewing
the policy they noticed that it was far from user friendly
and out of date, as it was written over 10 years ago. In
order to be more than just the administrator of a system
and policy the team:
•
•
•
•

Re-wrote the policy in line with the business today
Communicated the policy to the business
Coached on – compliant claimants
Advised the business on recommended suppliers

The team use their skills and proactively to provide a
better customer service internally. The team used their
knowledge of AP to help drive down costs and used their
coaching sets to advise the business on a better way to
utilise the systems, process and policies.

Investment in future leaders

The Winner

CITY OF WOLVERHAMPTON COUNCIL
potential leadership development programme, for those
in the organisation who aspire to, and have the ambition, to lead the council in the future. The programme
will help these individuals learn and understand more
about themselves as a leader, their impact on others and
on the performance of the Council and will provide them
with insight and support to accelerate their potential.

Darren Herries, City of Wolverhampton Council accepting
the team’s award

T

he City of Wolverhampton has partnered with
organisations, such as Wolverhampton College and
the University of Wolverhampton, to enable staﬀ to
undertake level 3 through to level 7 qualifications
utilising the Apprenticeship standards, so that people
can develop themselves seamlessly across the levels
required for personal improvement and organisational
benefit.
The ‘People strategy’ was developed by considering the
feedback from over 1100 employees at all levels, the
council outcomes highlighted in the new Council Plan
and our PRIDE values. The Council Plan is a collaboration between the council and more than 3,000 local
people who have contributed to its development.
The priorities of the Council programme are: Our
Assets, Our Data, Our Technology, Our Money and Our
People. The plan includes details of our PRIDE values –
these are the behaviours expected of every employee.
P: Put people first
R: Raise the city’s profile and reputation
I: Inspire trust and confidence
D: Deliver together
E: Empower people
The People strategy and linked programmes of work
have enabled the development of the City of Wolverhampton’s future leaders. The Operational Manager
– Payments, who is responsible for all Accounts Payable
functions of the City of Wolverhampton, can directly
attest to this as he has directly benefitted from being on the council’s ‘Future Leaders’ programme. The
Future Leaders programme is a leadership development
programme for individuals who are ambitious both for
themselves and for the people and communities that
they serve. With their talent consultancy partners,
GatenbySanderson, they have developed a high

Based on the leadership development framework and
GatenbySanderson experience of assessing and developing public leaders a range of performance indicators are
used to assess applications.
• Leading the Culture and the organisation:
• Leading People
• Leading Performance
Each stage of the selection process is scored using a rating system devised by GatenbySanderson. The
application process also enables the team to review
applicant’s aspiration levels and learning agility. There
are three main stages: application with support from a
sponsor nomination, independent interview and then a
development centre; which includes a 360-degree
review, and 1:1 assessment plus feedback. This is
followed by peer coaching, skills workshops, learning
journal and senior manager mentoring.
The council can now fund a range of team leadership and
management development opportunities through the
Apprenticeship Levy such as:
• L3 Team Leader/Supervisor
• L4 Associate Project Manager
• L5 Operations Manager
• L6 Chartered Manager Degree
• L7 Senior Leader Master’s Degree
In addition to the programmes highlighted above, the
council is creating an internal Management Development
programme that will be rolled out to all managers who
have not recently undertaken management qualifications. The council is embedding restorative practice and
coaching and mentoring into new ways of working which
will ensure that all employees have the option to engage,
be empowered, feel valued and be adaptable and for
those interested developed into our future leaders.
The Accounts Payable team currently have two business
support staﬀ undertaking AAT level 2; a team leader
undertaking a Team Leader level 3; and the Operations
Manager undertaking a level 7 Senior Leader MBA and
level 7 diploma in Chartered Manager Institute, with
Chartered Manager status all using the Apprentice levy.
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